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COMMENTATIONES MATHEMATICAE UNIVERSITATIS CAROLINAE 
22.1 (1981) 
ON MULTIVALUED MAPPINGS IN PARANORMED SPACES 
Olga HAD2IC 
Abstract: In Theorem 1 a sufficient condition for multi-
valued mapping F:K —•> 2^ (K£E and E is a paranormed space) is 
given such that F has the finite approximation property [33 
and in Theorem 2 that F has the almost continuous selection 
property, where K satisfies Zima s condition £61. Also some 
corollaries in the fixed point theory are given. 
Key words: Multivalued mappings, paranormed space, fixed 
point. 
Classification: 47H10 
Let E be a linear space over the real or complex number 
field. The function I  H*:E — > £ 0,co ) will be called a para-
norm iff: 
1. Hxll* = 0<£=->x=0 
2. || -xll* = II x II* , for every x c E 
3 . || x + y ll* £ || x l * + li yJI* , for every x ,y€ E 
4 . I f i l x t t - x o l | * ™ > 0 , a n - > S l 0 t h e n II ^ S T V O **~+ ° 
Then we say that (E, 1 I*) i s a paranormed space. E i s 
a l so a topo logical vector space in which the fundamental sys -
tem of neighbourhoods of zero in E i s given by the family 
•* u eJ^0 where U6 -- -£xlx£B f II x | * < e $ . 
In L63 the fo l lowing theorem i s proved: 
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Let K be a bounded, closed and convex aub3et of E and 
T:K —•» K be a completely continuoua operator on K. If there 
exist3 a number C > 0 such that: 
(1) U x II* ̂  CA I  xl|* , for every Q&X £ 1 and xeK-K 
then there exiats an element pe K auch that Tp=p. 
Zima haa given in [63 an example of the apace E and of 
the aet K auch that the condition (1) is satisfied. 
Definition. Let (E, H II*) be a paranormed space and K 
be a non-empty subset of E. If there exiat3 C;>0 such that! 
II :7lx II* ̂  C % II x II* , for every 0 ̂ A £. 1 and x e K-K 
we say that K satisfies the Zima condition. 
In the next text we shall use the following notation. By 
K 2 (Kc E) we snail denote the family of all non-empty sub3ets 
of the set K and by Jt(K) the family of all non-empty convex 
and closed 9ubsete of the aet K. 
Now, we shall prove a theorem on the finite approximati-
on property. 
Theorem 1. Let (E, || ||* ) be a paranormed apace. K be a 
non-empty, cloaed and convex aub9et of E an! F:K—> &(K) be 
a closed mapping auch that F(K) is relatively compact and sa-
tisfies the Zima condition. Then for every £ >• 0 there exists 
a finite dimensional, closed mapping Fe :K—> ^t(K) such that 
F e (K) is relatively compact and: 
Fe (x)£ F(x) + Ve , Vx e K 
where: Vc » {x\xe E, II x II*.* e i * 
Proof: Since the set F(K) is relatively compact, there 
exists a finite set -fx-, fx2,.. . ^ J c F(K) such thati 
(2) F(K) QXJ^ix^ U j * \ (Ut "txlxcE, II x !!*<£}) 
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Let: 
F.̂  (x) = [F(x) + co (U c. H (F(K)-F(K)))] 0 co M 
for every xeK, where M =- i*\*x2f * * * fXj} * 
For every x e K w e have that F £ (x)+-0. Indeed, if ueF(x) 
it follows that there exists x±e M and z e B ^ n (F(K)-F(K)) 
so that u-z=xi from which we conclude that: 
u-Z6[F(x)+co(U s*. n (F(K)-F(K)))J O co M 
(this follows from (2)). 
Further co F^ (x) = F£(x), for every X G K since co F(x)= 
=F(x) for every xeK, and F^ (K)& co M which implies that the 
mapping F is finite dimensional. Let us prove that the map-
ping F^ is closed. Suppose that ix^h . S K is a convergent 
net such that lim. x^ = x, v e F & (x^ ), for every oc 6 Jt 
and lirn̂  v^ = y. We shall prove that y e F ^ (x) which means 
that the mapping F is closed. Since y e Fg (x^ ), for every 
cc e Jt it follows that there exists zbCsF(xoC.), for every 
oC e A and u^e co (U * f) (F(K)-F(K)), for every oo e Jl such 
that: 
Vx = Zoo + *oee€°U 
Since the set F(K) is compact there exists a convergent subnet 
-izoC I of the net {z^i and let lim z^ = z. Since y — > y 
it follows that u , * v, - z^ — > u=y-z. Further, the mapp-
*</* ^(T* 'X-aT 
ing F is closed and since lim x^ „ = x, lim z_ = z. and 
z^ e F(x. ) it follows that zeF(x). From the relation: 
XL e co (U c n (F(K)-F(K))), for every <f 
it follows that uec"o (U e H(F(K)-F(K))) and so: 
y=u+z6 (F(x)+c"o (U *n(F(K)-F(K))))f\S5 M = F^ (x). 
Now, we shall prove that for every x e K we have: 
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F- (x)£F(x) + Ve 
Since F £ (x)£F(x) + *Go (tl^ fl (F(K)-F(K)) it remains to prove 
C 
that: 
(3) So (U cH(F(K)-F(K)) )cV e 
Suppose that u e c o (U * 0 (G(K)-F(K))). Then u - ±^A \
zi> w h e " 
(TV C *" 
re ^ t ^ l , t ^ O ( i = l , 2 , . . . , n ) and z±6Vc. H (F(K)-F(K)). 
So we have: 
no, TV 
Hull* = II.ST. t .z. l!*^c .S.t, * - e 
i s . ^ 1 1 n/« n 1 v-» 
and so u«V £ . Since V& is closed it follows that the rela-
tion (3) is proved. It is obvious that F^ (K) is relatively 
compact since F & (K)cco -tx-, ,X£, • •• ,x* , and so the proof is 
complete. 
From Theorem 1 it is easy to obtain the following Corol-
lary. 
Corollary 1. Let (E, H 1|*) be a paranormed space. K be a 
non-empty. closed and convex subset of B and F:K—> &(K) be a 
closed mapping such that F(K) is relatively compact and satis-
fies the Zima condition. Then there exists x e K such that 
xeF(x). 
Proof: From Theorem 1 it follows that there exists, for 
every e y 0,a compact finite dimensional mapping F e:K—> $t(K) 
such that: 
F^ (x)SP(i) + V€ , V x e K 
and that F^ (M)£ M where 14 is co *xi>x2» * * * >xn^ ^see T n e o r e m 
1). If we apply Kakutani's fixed point theorem we conclude that 
for every & > 0 there exists x6 such that xfc <•> Fg (xe ) and 
so: 
C4) xc e F(xc ) + V~ 
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Since the set F 6 (K) is compact there exists a sequence (&n->0) 
^sn^neN sucil tna-t x? — > x e K and since F is closed it i* 
easy to see that xeF(x). 
Remark: From Theorem 1 it follows that every closed anfl 
convex subset of E which satisfies the Zima condition is £ -
admissible [41 and so we can apply a result of S. Hahn in or-
der to obtain a fixed point theorem for multivalued mapping 
[41. 
Corollary 2. Let (E, \\ (l*) be a paranormed space. W be 
a closed! neighbourhood of b e E, K be a closed, convex subset 
of E and satisfies the Zima condition. Let F:W 0 K — > 314K) be 
a compact mapping such that:. 
x e dWPiK, (S> l~=-> f$x+(l - £)b + F(x) 
Then there exists a point xQe W O K such that x e F(x ) . 
Now, we shall prove a theorem on almost continuous selec-
tion property for multivalued mapping in paranormed space. 
First, we shall give a definition [21, introducing the 
notion of uniformly u-continuous mapping. 
Definition 2. Let X be a topological vector space. K be 
a non-empty subset of X, F:K—i> 2r and % be the fundamental 
system of symmetric neighbourhoods of zero in X. The mapping F 
is uniformly u-continuous iff for every V e % there exists 
U e % such that the following implication holds: 
X l >x 26 K9x1"X2e U and y-i e F(x1)==> there exists y^eFteg), 
y i - y 2
e V 
Definition 3 (LIU). Let X be a topological vector space. 
% be the fundamental system of neighbourhoods of zero in X, 
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K be a non-empty subset of X and F:K — > ft (K). The mapping F 
has the almost continuous selection property iff for every 
V e 01 there exists a continuous mapping h*»:K—;> K such that: 
hy(x)eP(x) + V, for every x 6 K 
Theorem 2. Let (E, l| II*) be a paranormed space. K be a 
compact and convex subset of E which satisfies the Zima condi-
tion. Then every uniformly u-continuous mapping F :K —i> Si (K) 
has the almost continuoua selection property. 
Proof: Let e > 0. Since the mapping F is uniformly u-
continuous on K there exists cf > 0 such that the following 
implication holds: 
x-pXgSK, xx" x2 e Ud" > y l 6 F ^ x l ^ = = ^ tnere exists y 2eF(x 2), 
yi-^26 Ve 
From the compactness of the set K it follows that there exists 
(xl,x2,,.,,xnl£K such that: 
K ^ y * l x i + V 
and let igA .=, be the partition of the unity subordinated to 
the open cover ix^ + Hf^i-sl* Tnen S i ^ = 0 --f x4 xi + Uj- (i = 
=1,2,...,n), g . t ( x ) > 0 (xeK, i=l,2,...,n) and ̂ S/Jgi(x)=l. 
Let us define the mapping h- :K—*> K in the following; way: 
h^(x) s :i<^ &i(x)y±t for every x e K 
where y^eFte^) (i=l,2,«.. ,n). Let us prove that: 
C5) h e (x)£F(x) + Ve , for every x c K 
i.e. that for every xeK there exists z(x)eF(x) such that 
h e (x)-z(x) €. V^ . Let x e K and gi(x)>0. Then x-x^ Uj and so 
there exists u^ e F(x) such that yi""uie ve > since F is uniform-
ly u-continuous and y^€ F{x^)» Let: 
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z(x) = 2 flr. (x)u-
Then - (x )eF(x) since P(x) e &(K). Further: 
l h 6 (x)--(x)»* = I L ; ^ > 0 g i C x ) ^ - ^ ) ! ! * & 
* * - . * l ^ > o
c « l ( - ) - * " e ' 
and so the proof of (5) iff complete. 
In the next Corollary we shall use the notion of £-fixed 
point of the multivalued mapping Q in the following sense. 
Definition 4* Let (Ef I  JJ*) be a paranormed space. K be 
12 
a non-empty subset of E and F:K—> 2 • Then xe K i s an g,-fixed 
point of the mapping F i f f : 
x £ s F ( x e ) • Ve 
Corollary 3« Let (E, |l II*) be a paranormed space. K be a 
compact, convex subset which satisfies the Zima condition. Then 
for every & ^ 0 a net every uniformly u-c ont inuous mul t i valued 
mapping F:K —•> %{K) there exists 6-fixed point of the mapping 
P. 
Proof: Since from Theorem 2 it follows that there exists 
h g :K—>K, with (4)f such that h & is continuous and h e :K—-> 
— > co -Cx-, fX^,. ••t--Bl from Brouwer fixed point theorem it fol-
lows that there exists x e c K such that x e = h e (x e ) and so: 
x 6 = h e (xe)<sF(xe ) + V e 
which means that x e is an e -fixed point of the mapping F. 
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